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I. INTRODUCTION
Cohen [ considers the situation where in observing a Polsson-distrlbuted random varlable, some of the values of one are erroneously reported as zero. He obtains the maximum likelihood estimates of the Poisson parameter X, and B, the proportion of ones erroneously reported as zero.
Chitgopekar [2] considers the case where for a Polsson-distributed random variable, while some ones are erroneously reported as zeros, some zeros are also erroneously reported as ones. Chitgopekar [2] Chitgopekar [2] has considered the particular cases: f(=) =, f (=) =2 and f(=)
v/--whereas Cohen [ has considered the case f(=) O.
ith 6 f(=), the probability function of X will be
(1 f(=))e -X + =Xe -X 
